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Programme 2

26 April  Spare My Blushes       By Ann Burnett

A programme about feeling shy, and the embarrassing moments children might Þ nd 
themselves in � and what they can do about it.

Poems
    Mrs McFlighty

    A teacher called Mrs McFlighty
    Came to school feeling not quite all right-y,
    She stood up to teach
    But gave quite a screech
    When she found she was wearing her nightie.

        By Ann Burnett
    Shy

    Go away!
    I�m not coming out
    To say
    Hello to Mrs Whatsit.
    I�d rather die,
    I�m feeling shy.

    Leave me be!
    I�m quite happy just
    With me
    For company.
    I don�t want to play,
    Not today.

    I�ll hide,
    I�ll stay
    Inside
    And read my book.
    Don�t ask why,
    I like being shy.

      By Ann Burnett

    Hugger Mugger

    I�d sooner be
    Jumped and thumped and dumped,
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    I�d sooner be
    Shugged and mugged�than hugged�

    And clobbered with a slobbering
    Kiss by Auntie Jean:

    You know what I mean:

    Whenever she comes to stay,
    You know you�re bound
    To get one,
      A quick
      Short
      Peck
      Would
      Be
      OK
      But this is a
            Whacking great
             Smacking great
             Wet one!

         By Kit Wright

Story

Once there was a wee mouse who had nobody to play with.  He was quite happy for a while because he 
didn�t mind being on his own and playing by himself but then he began to think, �Wouldn�t it be nice if I 
had a friend.  Then we could play hide and seek and tig and football.�  Because of course he couldn�t play 
those games on his own.  But there was one problem.  Wee Mouse was very, very shy. He was so shy he 
hid in the corn every time he heard somebody come by and nobody ever saw him or knew he was there.

Shyness

Some children are naturally shy.  Others can usually be non-shy, but certain situations cause 
them to be shy.  It is usually particularly noticeable at 3 � 4 years and again at puberty � times 
when there is an increasing demand for a child to socialise.  If there is a particular shy and quiet 
child in your class, try to create situations where their self esteem can be increased.  Never label 
a child shy.  Don�t compare their social interaction with anyone else�s.  Focus on the positive 
and praise any social behaviour.  In extreme cases, involve the parents in practising social 
strategies, such as conversation openers.  Never put pressure on a quiet child � allow them to 
warm up in their own time.  Try to Þ nd a balance between not pushing the child into feeling 
uncomfortable but supporting them to feel more conÞ dent.

After the programme

words for discussion:- to feel embarrassed; to feel shy; the duck was hiding in �the reeds�; the 
deer �didn�t want to butt in�.

- Ask the children to talk about times they may have felt �embarrassed� (a safer 
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topic than �feeling shy�).
- Are there situations when they always feel embarrassed/shy?  (maybe when 

visitors they don�t know call?  When someone �important� talks to them?  They can�t do 
something and feel a failure?  Have to speak in class?).

- Wee Mouse, in the story had no one to play with, and he felt shy, so he �gave
himself a wee talking to�.  Read his conversation with himself again, and talk about it.

�Now Wee Mouse.  You want to have someone to play with.�
�Yes.�
�You�ll have to ask them to play with you then.�
�Oh.�
�You�ll have to be brave about it and not be shy.�
�Oh.�
�If you don�t , you�ll have nobody to play with and you�ll have to play all by yourself and you won�t 
be able to play hide and seek and tig and football.� 

Story Comprehension

• Why hadn�t Wee Mouse anyone to play with?  (he was shy and hid in the corn so no-
one knew he was there)

• Which creature hid in its shell?  (a snail)
• Who rolled itself into a prickly ball?  (the hedge hog)
• Who hid in the reeds?   (the duck)
• Who was big and stripy? (badger)
• What characteristic did all the creatures have?  (they were all shy)
• Which animal had long legs and a furry coat and a white tail?  (a young deer)
• What did all the animals play all day?  (hide and seek and tig and football)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to, tell and retell 
stories, based on personal experiences, imagination, pictures 
and literature; develop the ability to: express
thoughts and feelings; present ideas and 
information; take turns at talking and listening.  

Reading Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to and understand a 
range of texts which are read aloud, including those presented 
on tape or radio.

Writing    Pupils should have opportunities to: 
write for a variety of purposes, including: their own 
amusement and enjoyment and to express their thoughts, 
feelings and imaginings.
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Cross-Curricular Links
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PPROGRAMME 2

ENGLISH
discussion
comprehension

PSHE
feelings
self esteem
coping strategies


